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DYER AND BENJAMINSEN

“There is a strange sympathy between the atmospheric particles that float through the sky and the human beings who
migrate across the ground and then across the sea. Each
body sets the other into motion—a pattern of movement and
countermovement.”
Adrian Lahoud (2016)
My first encounter with the Norwegian photographer Eline
Benjaminsen was wireless, via a blog on the technoculture
of high-frequency trading (HFT). We shared an admiration
for HFT’s energetic, nonhuman time. We assisted one another in tracing its accelerated networks. At the time, she
was based in The Hague and I in London, so we arranged
to meet in Calais in October 2016, one week after the clearance of the Jungle.
The intention of the trip was to photograph the landscapes traversed by high-frequency microwave relays.
Dictated by the geometric lines-of-sight between transmitters and receivers, our route led us zig-zag through
suburban streets, industrial forecourts and farmland. Twice
we found ourselves walking the site of the former Jungle.
During our research we felt the same urgent thing American cultural theorist, Fredric Jameson, describes in The
Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism. That is, an “imperative to
grow new organs, to expand our sensorium and our body
to some new, yet unimaginable, perhaps ultimately impossible, dimensions.” 1 How to tell the story of algorithmic
capital and its electromagnetic skyline, when we are not
sensitive to it?
When we left Calais we refocused our gaze from the
bodies and material structures that populate it, to the infrastructural traces of their electromagnetic milieu. We logged
spectrum licences, telecommunications towers, dishes and
antennae. The trouble with researching infrastructure is that
it follows a logic of networks. To quote French sociologist
Bruno Latour: “Networks are good at stressing edges and
movements.” 2 We found that tracing networks too easily
neglects the atmospheric and spectral. Perhaps one of the
ways with which to overcome this analytic impulse is to write
small stories of infrastructure—as sensation, as affect, as
technological compulsion. 3
Sophie Dyer, April 2017
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Lines of algorithmic capital and the mass migration
of people flow together at Calais.
In 2016, denied entrance to the UK, around 7,000
people 4 took shelter in makeshift camps on the outskirts of the French port city of Calais. The camps
formed in the microwave 5 shadow of the high-frequency trading relays which connect London to
financial exchanges in continental Europe. One relay, owned by the Dutch firm Custom Connect, cut
directly across the tarpaulin-covered camps.
Spectral Topographies is a collaborative investigation by Norwegian photographer, Eline Benjaminsen,
and London-based designer and researcher, Sophie
Dyer. It began as an exercise to shift the focus from
familiar structures and bodies that populate space,
to their electromagnetic radiation and infrastructural
traces. The work is driven by an urge to understand
our increasingly ‘dense, politicised and codified’
electromagnetic milieu 6: we are unable to experience the spectral topographies they compose, yet
they shape (and are shaped by) the material worlds
we inhabit.
In Enduring Innocence 7, American architect and
writer Keller Easterling identifies our dense occupation of the spectrum—mostly in the range of microwaves—as ‘c-band urbanism’. C-band refers to the
range of frequencies allocated to early satellites, and
now used by almost every smart device. Easterling’s
c-band urbanism is a way to grasp the spatial dimension of this phenomenon.
If microwave radiation is the substance of contemporary urbanism, Calais is an example where the codified layers of the spectrum are perhaps more identifiable and defined than elsewhere. The high-frequency
relays that transverse the town use a licensed portion
of the spectrum that was sold-off and traded by state
regulators in the 1980s, such as Ofcom in the United
Kingdom, in a move to sell frequencies used for telecommunications.
High-frequency trading firms use microwaves because they outrun signals sent through conventional
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fibre optic cables. The strategy, also known as algorithmic trading, utilises network latency for profit by exploiting tiny price differences between markets. The pervasion of algorithmic trading platforms and the
superior speeds at which microwave relays operate has introduced an
accelerated, nonhuman metre to markets. Its effect has been increased
liquidity and volatility.
Below the lines of algorithmic capital at Calais, the camps—collectively referred to as the ‘Jungle’—also produced and reabsorbed their
own sets of frequencies, generated in part by an autonomous Wireless LAN (Local Area Network). The improvised network was installed
by a coalition of activists to supply Wi-Fi to the camp. While active, it
provided free Internet access to the camps’ population who otherwise
had to rely on costly data-packages. Unlike the high-frequency trading
relays, the network took advantage of the narrow 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz,
licence-exempt bands.
The licence-exempt 2.4 GHz band is extremely narrow and is highly congested. Previously known as the ISM band (Industrial Medical
Scientific), it was considered ‘junk spectrum’ in the 1980s when the
decision was made by the US Federal Communications Commission
to abandon licensing and allow indiscriminate access below 100 mW
EIRP. 8 Today it is a space for numerous international protocols, including Wi-Fi and Bluetooth, and a relative electromagnetic commons.
Side by side, the high-frequency trading relays and the activist
Wi-Fi network represent two portions of the spectrum governed in
different ways, to very different effect. The first is licensed—tradable,
similar to property rights. The second is free and open, allowing indiscriminate access.
Benjaminsen’s photographs of Calais are impossible documents
of the spectral topographies of high-frequency trading. Impossible
because the frequencies they trace do not register on the camera’s
sensor, which is attuned to a human optics. C-band urbanism reaches
below the threshold of visible light into the -infra and -sub.
The accompanying glossary, A–Z or Introduction To An Electromagnetic Commons, is a part of a set of tools, conceptual, linguistic and
practical, designed to open up access to the licence-exempt bands.
The glossary was written in collaboration with economist Richard
Thanki, who worked on the Calais camps’ Wi-Fi. Thanki and the other
activists involved are currently developing Wi-Fi kits that can be sent
to refugee camps or used by rescue vessels in the Mediterranean. •
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A

ANTENNAE
Improvise and hack
equipment: elevate
antennae to catch 3G
or 4G signal. Take
advantage of existing
high points such
as buildings or trees to
achieve a line of sight.
Use flower pot bases or
buckets to weatherise inexpensive indoor
equipment such as
Wi-Fi access points.

B

BECOMING-TOGETHER
Create the social
through acts of sharing
resources, spaces and
situations.

C

COMMONS
The commons can be
thought of as an ecosystem. Communities of
individuals or social
groups are linked by a
horizontal mutual
connection to a network
where power is dispersed; generally rejecting the idea of hierarchy (and competition,
produced by the same
logic) in favour of a participatory and collaborative model, which prevents the concentration of power in one
party or entity, and
puts community interests at the centre. 9

D

DATA RETENTION
Check your accountability. Beware of regional variations in data
storage laws. In some
countries those providing Internet access
are expected to store
user data.

E

EFFECTIVE ISOTOPIC
RADIATED POWER
In the licence-exempt
2.4GHz band power output is typically limited
to 100mW EIRP. That is
400 times weaker
than a 40W light bulb.

F

FIREWALL
A firewall is indispensable. It allows you
to protect users and
choose how you
make the most of your
network, for example
by putting a cap on bandwidth. A PC running
the open source firewall,
pf Sense, can be
adequate. Alternatively,
there are companies
who make low cost specialist, stand-alone
devices for less than
€ 100.

G

2.4GHZ
Previously known as
the ISM band (Industrial
Medical Scientific), it
was considered ‘junk
spectrum’ when deregulated in the 1980s
by the US Federal Communications Commission. Only 80MHz wide,
it is extremely narrow.
Today it is the highly
congested space
of Wi-Fi, Bluetooth as
well as numerous
other standards and
protocols.

H

HERTZ
The SI (Système
International d’Unités)
unit of frequency,
equal to one cycle per
second.

I

IEEE 802.11
The international working group for Wireless
Local Area Networks
(WLANs) that developed
the protocols for Wi-Fi.

J

JURISDICTION
The International Telecommunication Union
(ITU), divides the world
into three each with
their own set of frequency allocations.

K

KILOMETRES
Longest recorded Wi-Fi
link was between two
computers, 382 km apart,
located on El Aguila
and Platillon Mountain,
Venezuela. The team
from Escuela Latinoamerica de Redes, used
experimental longrange Wi-Fi equipment. 10
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L

LAYERS
Legal scholar Yochai
Benkler divides communications networks
into three layers:
‘content’ (information
transmitted), ‘code’
(language) from ‘physical’ (EM radiation,
hardware and infrastructure). 11

M

MICROWAVE
2.4 GHz and 5 GHz
licence-exempt bands
fall within the
microwave range. Microwave frequencies
span 300MHz ( =100cm)
to 300 GHz ( = 0.1 cm)
in the electromagnetic
spectrum.

N

NONRIVALROUS
Economists distinguish
between rivalrous and
nonrivalrous resources.
The electromagnetic
spectrum is a partially
nonrivalrous resource
because it is not
exhaustible but users
must coordinate
activities to avoid interference.

O

OPEN SOURCE
OpenWRT is an open
source operating
system that can be
loaded onto low
cost home routers, unlocking advanced
features that will help
you build a network.

P

Q

C

POWER
A reliable power source
is vital. A combination
of solar panels (photovoltaic cells) and
batteries are an environmentally friendly
option that will allow you
to stay off-grid. The
overall power consumption of a network is
typically very low, especially if you invest in
a stand-alone device for
the firewall.

R

RAIN FADE
Rain fade is the collective name for the
negative effects of adverse weather conditions on transmission,
usually the consequence of precipitation
and moisture in the
air. Only bands above
7GHz are significantly
affected. Be careful if
using 2.4GHz in tropical
areas!

S

SIGNAL AND NOISE
Smart Wi-Fi devices use
multiple antennae to
create constructive and
destructive waves
that hone signals into
one direction.

T

TV WHITE SPACE
The name given to
the unused spectrum
between terrestrial
television broadcast
frequencies. Smart
technologies exist that
(given permission
by regulators) can use
these dead spaces
to complete links that
would not be possible using existing
licence-exempt spectrum.

U

UNIVERSALITY
The World Wide Web is
now over 25 years old
and many international
and national authorities believe that access
to the internet should
be regarded as a universal right.

V

VELOCITY
Velocity is speed plus
direction. Information
transmitted on the
spectrum travels close
to 3.00×108 m/s,
the speed of light.

W WI-FI ALLIANCE
The Wi-Fi Alliance is a
non-profit international
association formed in
1999 to certify the interoperability of Wireless
Local Area Network devices based on the
IEEE 802.11 media access controls and
physical layer specifications.

QUADRATURE AMPLITUDE MODULATION
QAM for short, is a way
of modulating data onto
radio waves. A cleaner
and stronger signal between radios allows
for a higher order QAM,
increasing the speed of
your network.
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X

EXTRATERRESTRIAL
An early reference to
microwaves was made
in 1946 by two astrophysicists, R. Beringer
and R. Dicke, who
detected radiation from
the sun and the moon.

Y

YAGI
Yagi is a type of
antenna that is used to
communicate in a
specific direction, other
directional antennas
include parabolic and
log-periodic. It is
possible to make your
own radio antenna.

Z

ZEITGEIST
We may not feel its
omnipresence but
we occupy an era of
‘c-band urbanism’.
The term was coined
by architect Keller
Easterling in 2005
to describe the vast and
invisible ‘microwave
sea’ that floods 21st
Century landscapes.
C-band is the portion of
the electromagnetic
spectrum that was initially allocated to satellite communication
and includes microwave
frequencies used for
telecommunications. 12
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EXCERPT OF THE RADIO SPECTRUM

SHARE OF HFT IN TOTAL EQUITY TRADING [US]

The radio spectrum is the part of the electromagnetic spectrum from 3 Hz to 3000 GHz (3 THz). The vast majority of the electromagnetic spectrum useful for telecommunications is exclusively licensed to particular users. The exceptions to this are the
2.4GHz and 5GHz bands that remain licence-exempt; a status which allows indiscriminate access. These frequencies can
be used to build legal, high speed internet (or independent) networks.

The computer-based high-frequency trading developed gradually since 1983 after NASDAQ Stock Market introduced a purely
electronic form of trading. The evolution of HFT can be divided into two episodes. The pre-crisis period was marked by the
rise of HFT on both sides of the Atlantic. However, with the financial crisis in 2008, the rise of HFT came to a halt and its
market share started to recede.
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SPEED
At the turn of the 21st century, high-frequency trades
had an execution time of
several seconds, whereas by
2010 this had decreased
to milli- and even microseconds. Microwaves now travel
just under the speed of
light (299,700 km per sec.).
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ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY [300 MHz–3 GHz]
This frequency range is used for television broadcasting, cell phones, satellite communication including
GPS, personal radio services including Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth, walkie-talkies, cordless phones and numerous other applications.

TELEVISION

MOBILE

LICENSE-EXEMPT

20
10
in %
2000

SUPER HIGH FREQUENCY [3 GHz–30 GHz]
This frequency range is used for most radar transmitters, wireless LANs, satellite communication,
microwave radio relay links, and numerous short range
terrestrial data links.

RADIO WAVES [3 kHz–3 GHz]
Radio waves are a type of radio signal / electromagnetic radiation with wavelengths ranging from
one kilometre to one metre.

2002

2004
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2010

Global Financial
Crisis

2012

2016

NETWORK ROUTES CROSSING THE CHANNEL

MICROWAVES [3 GHz–300 GHz]
Microwaves are a form of radio signal / electromagnetic radiation with wavelengths ranging from
one metre to one millimetre.

Stretching between London and Frankfurt, there is a private, mostly unknown network that is twice as fast as the normal
internet. This connection is provided by a series of microwave dishes on masts. Competitors are aiming for the straightest
line possible in order to slice milliseconds off the physical latency which is critical for high-frequency trading. To achieve
this, trading firms and providers are buying towers and masts in the British and Belgian countryside all around the Channel.
Both New Line Networks and Vigilant Global filed applications to build giant masts (305 and 325 metres) in Richborough, UK,
which would enable a connection to Oostduinkerke in Belgium. These were recently denied.

PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE FOR
HIGH-FREQUENCY TRADING [HFT]
High-frequency signals are highly directional and require a ‘line of sight’ between each base station. Those built radio signals travel through air about 50 % faster than light moves down fibre. In addition, microwave links can be built in a straight
line, reducing the distance a data packet has to travel, whereas fibre networks need to be installed according to geography,
which means they require to be laid along railways, roads and other existing infrastructure.

RAIN FADE
Microwave radio frequency
signals suffer from severe
attenuation when travelling
through rain, cloud, or
just about anything that isn’t
clear air.

N

Basildon

Slough

Richborough
Swingate
Dover

Estimated cost
per transceiver:
€12,000–22,000
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R
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Ramsgate
Oostduinkerke

L

Dunkerque
Calais

The further the distance, the
higher the towers and masts
need to be in order to bypass
the curvature of the earth

ROUTES
DOVER/SWINGATE—
CALAIS
Networks crossing the
Channel from 2012–2013.
This is the historic microwave route, where networks
were first tested.
RAMSGATE—
DUNKERQUE/HOUVER
From 2014–2015, some networks were updated to use
this route further north, enabling a faster connection.

LONDON
Line of sight: ca. 40–64 km

Estimated cost
per mast:
€115,000–230,000

2014

ENGL

ISH
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N
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E

50 km
MAIN MICROWAVE
NETWORK ROUTES

PLANNED ROUTE FOR
A FASTER CONNECTION

Houtem

RICHBOROUGH—
OOSTDUINKERKE
Route built in order to reach
the Belgian village of
Oostduinkerke across the
Channel, and therefore
coming closer to the desired
straight line between London
(UK) and Frankurt (GER).
To enable this route, taller
towers would need to be built
in Richborough, UK.

